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A
t one of the older club

libraries in Delhi, if you’re a

patient browser, you might

come across The Fireflies and The

Chip-Chip Gatherers — Shiva

Naipaul’s first two novels. The

books are dusty, the pages stick

together, silverfish scurry out from

the spine in some alarm. The

Fireflies was last borrowed in

1990, The Chip-Chip Gatherers in

1993. 

Very few people read or

remember Shiva Naipaul’s books

today, and it is hard to find his

work in bookshops. In the 1970s

and 1980s, though, V S Naipaul’s

younger brother was seen as gifted

an author with a great deal of

promise. He published The

Fireflies at the age of 25 in 1970,

The Chip-Chip Gatherers in 1972,

and followed those up with two

unusual exercises in journalism,

North of South (1978) and Journey

to Nowhere (1980). 

His work seemed more

fragmentary in the early eighties:

there were collections of stories,

essays, some journalism. It seemed

as though Shiva Naipaul was

drawing breath, preparing for a

more ambitious work, but it never

materialised. He was a heavy

drinker, and perhaps that

contributed to his heart attack in

1985. He was found at his desk by

his son; Shiva Naipaul was only 40

years old. 

I remember The Fireflies and

The Chip-Chip Gatherers as well-

turned but slight novels, and the

passage of years has preserved

them well without transmuting

them into classics. Both were set in

Trinidad; for both Naipauls, the

island that one sought to escape

and the other sought to explore

was a necessary source of

material. The Fireflies offered a

haunting image to set against the

plight of those who couldn’t get

away: fireflies trapped in a bottle,

casting a beautiful light, but

unable to find an escape. The

Chip-Chip Gatherers has often

been compared to V S Naipaul’s A

House for Mr Biswas, to its

detriment. It is clear from both

novels, though, that Shiva had a

way of seeing that was very much

his own, and a fascination with the

politics of identity that would

never leave him.

For all the comparisons with

his brother, and although he lived

in Vidia’s shadow, Shiva was his

own man, striving to find a voice

that was not imitative. “It began as

I was sitting at my desk, staring at

a page of Chinese characters. It

began when, for no reason I can

fathom, a sentence came into my

head. ‘The Lutchmans lived in a

part of the city where the houses,

tall and narrow….’”. That

sentence, he wrote, took him a

long way: “It gave me a reason to

go on existing.”

His best writing would come

from that fierce need to write

himself into existence and to

become “properly real”. When

this drive, almost primal in its

intensity, was married to his

ability to step back and observe

the world around him, Shiva

Naipaul could produce alarmingly

acute work. In North of South, he

set out to explore the

relationships between “black,

brown and white” in Africa, to

find out what ideas like

“liberation” and “revolution”

might mean to ordinary people. 

He had a knack for the unusual

encounter. In one, he is accosted

by a shoeshine boy who presses a

leather-damaging Deluxe Special

polish on him. The episode rapidly

moves from mildly funny to

threatening, as the shoeshine man

insists that Shiva owes him sixty

shillings. “Why should he expect

anyone to succumb?” Shiva writes

in legitimate bewilderment, and

then he finds his answer. It lies in

the elaborate, typed rate card that

the shoeshine man carries around

with him: “The printed word

imparted legitimacy; it invested —

so far as he was concerned —

patent absurdity with special

substance.”  

At every turn he meets with

deception, suspicion, cheerful

decay. He makes his travails sound

engaging, he rarely vents his

spleen. But he closes with a line

that might have been written by

his elder brother, down to the

incantatory repetition of a phrase:

“”Only lies flourished here. Africa

was swaddled in lies — the lies of

an aborted European civilization;

the lies of liberation. Nothing but

lies.”

Journey to Nowhere took him

into the heart of the Johnstown

massacre in Guyana: Shiva was

not interested in the massacre as

much as in its causes, the

ideologies that drove a cult to

commit mass suicide. It’s almost

forgotten now, but it remains a

startling and relentless exploration

of cults and how they work.

At 40, Shiva had just begun to

shake off his brother’s influence;

there were fewer echoes of V S

Naipaul in his work. Their

interests had often overlapped.

Now there was the sense that

Shiva was heading elsewhere, but

death intervened. Only one of the

Naipaul boys is remembered

today.
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F
or years now, organisations such

as the Centre for Science and En-

vironment have been arguing that

industry does not pay for the water it

uses, ruthlessly exploiting groundwa-

ter resources for free, or for next to noth-

ing. Apart from being unfair in a coun-

try with genuine water scarcity, this en-

sures that industry uses precious ground-

water resources in an inefficient man-

ner. Thermal power plants in India use

80 cubic metres of water for every 1,000

units of power produced, compared

to less than 10 cubic metres in the de-

veloped countries; textile units consume

double the globally accepted amount;

pulp and paper units consume three

times the global best practice ... the list

goes on. If the water used by industry

were a small proportion of the total used

in the country, these variations would

not matter too much. But, according to

the CSE, industry consumes over 35 per

cent of the total water available in the

country, while according to the offi-

cial estimates, industry’s share hov-

ers between only 6 and 8 per cent. Even

if one goes by the official estimate,

the usage patterns in developed coun-

tries (where industry consumes well

over half the water) tell us that indus-

trial usage is set to climb dramatical-

ly. In other words, there is a compelling

case for charging appropriate tariffs for

industrial water use.

This argument does not get negat-

ed merely because the agriculture sec-

tor does not pay much for its water use,

either. It would certainly be a good idea

to charge farmers the correct value for

their water, and economists have point-

ed out for decades that the prevalent

water charges are not enough to pay

for even the maintenance of irrigation

systems, let alone their capital cost. But

in defence of agriculture, it can at least

be said that the overwhelming ma-

jority of farmers are engaged in ac-

tivity that is simply not viable and hence

there can be a case made for subsidised

inputs. No such argument can be made

for industry.

Especially in the context of the falling

per capita availability of fresh water

(from 5,177 cubic metres in 1951 to 1,820

cubic metres in 2001, and perhaps no

more than 1,340 cubic metres by 2025),

it is high time state governments did

something to rectify matters. In this con-

text, the Uttar Pradesh government’s

move to introduce a law to regulate the

use of groundwater by manufacturers

of soft drink and mineral water deserves

to be endorsed. It must be presumed

that this will involve setting economic

tariffs for water usage, and it should be

obvious that this logic should extend

beyond the bottled water and soft drinks

industry to other industrial users of wa-

ter as well; perhaps there could be

penal water rates for consumption that

is over and above any norm that has

been shown to work internationally

— as with thermal power stations,

textile units and paper mills. This re-

form package can work precisely be-

cause it cannot possibly come up against

a political headwind; indeed, farmers

will applaud if industries are asked to

pay the full economic cost of water and

simultaneously asked to become more

efficient in the use of water. 

Don’t water it down

I
ndia’s gross domestic product (GDP)

is growing at around 8 per cent even

during a global slowdown. Yet, the

performance of its information and com-

munications technology (ICT) sector is

on the slide — an ominous sign, since

a good ICT environment helps GDP

growth. The country slipped to the 50th

rank among 127 countries that were re-

cently evaluated by the World Economic

Forum (WEF) for their “network readi-

ness”. Moreover, it ranked a very poor

109 when it came to the level of ICT

penetration among individuals. That is

not to say that the country did badly on

all fronts; it scored well on the so-

phistication of its business environment.

It has plenty of scientists and engineers,

and therefore scored well on innova-

tion too by coming in at No. 4 in the

overall ranking. It is no wonder then

that the IT-ITeS sectors are performing

well and have registered a turnover

of $41 billion in software exports and

put India on the global map. On the com-

munications front too, the subscriber

base is expected to cross 300 million

this month, which will make India the

second largest wireless network in the

world — beating the US and coming

second only to China. The country’s

tele-density has crossed the 25 per cent

mark, and it is adding over 8 million

subscribers every month, compared to

2-3 million in the US and 5-7 million in

China. 

Yet, despite all these positive de-

velopments, the report notes that the

extremely low level of ICT penetration

among individuals is a severe obsta-

cle in the way of faster economic growth.

The problem is not just with individu-

als; the speed of new business regis-

tration is poor too. And India’s IT ex-

penditure as a percentage of its GDP is

just about 5 per cent. India’s mobile sub-

scriber figures, for that matter, are half

that of China, with which India likes to

compare itself. Besides, there are just

58 million wireless Internet subscribers

(capable of accessing the Internet

through mobile GSM/ CDMA handsets).

And the number of broadband sub-

scribers (with a download speed of 256

Kbps or more) is an abysmal 3 million.

India also scores very low on PC avail-

ability (around 22 million) and power

supply. 

India’s ICT sector also suffers from

a low level of domestic technology

development, inadequate availability

of venture capital and a limited domestic

market for knowledge-based technol-

ogy and products. Besides, spectrum

problems are slowing down telecom

growth. On these and other fronts,

the government must play a proac-

tive role to better the situation, as has

been done by China, which has moved

up five places in the WEF rankings this

year. This achievement is despite the

fact that it has similar weaknesses like

an underdeveloped infrastructure (rank

86) and poor individual usage (rank 80).

However, in terms of government readi-

ness, China occupies the 42nd position,

as ICT penetration seems to be a vital

issue on its government’s agenda. 

To give the government its due, the

ICT strategy appears to have borne some

fruit in the form of ICT promotion,

the introduction of e-government serv-

ices, and some improvement in the gov-

ernment’s productivity and efficiency

(rank 34 for government usage). And

the IT policies spelt out in the Indian IT

Bill (May 2000) should help create

the legal framework to address some

issues better. However, there are issues

to be addressed, like the need to define

cyber-crimes and data privacy issues.

India also needs massive investment in

high-speed data networks, improved

infrastructure in general and sustained

improvement in IT use in schools, uni-

versities and technical institutions. 

Poor ICT show

I
n the mid 80s, when I was the Re-

search Administrator at the World

Bank, a talented econometrician

on the research staff came to my

office saying that he had produced a

comprehensive econometric model for

all aspects of development policy, and

that after looking at the paper he was

leaving behind, I should get all the

research staff to work on producing

the data for the various modules that

fed into his model, as no further re-

search on development policy was need-

ed. I politely said I would look at the

paper and get back to him. After he

left, my secretary came in to say that

his wife had rung to say that she was

very worried about his meeting with

me, as he had failed to take his daily

dose of lithium, which kept his manic-

depression in check, and he was in a

manic mood. Of course I took no fur-

ther action on his manic scheme.

It, however, seems that the ma-

nia for finding quantitative certainty

from various statistical models has not

ceased and is now infecting many

aspects of macro-economic, develop-

ment and health policy. The recent

credit crunch has exposed the failings

of the quantitative risk management

models, which had previously led to

the LTMC crisis. Curbs on carbon emis-

sions are being promoted on the ba-

sis of highly insecure climate change

models (see Chapter 11, in my Against

Dirigisme). The mindless correlations

of medical epidemiology are leading

to numerous ridiculous health scares

(as discussed in my earlier columns).

The US push for democracy in the

world is based on political scientists’

purported statistical correlations show-

ing that democracies do not fight each

other (a claim shown to be spurious

in my In Praise of Empires). Closer

home, the macro-economic debate

is being hijacked by self-proclaimed

empiricists whose simple-minded athe-

oretical statistical correlations are

largely meaningless.

For, when I was learning my econo-

metrics at the feet of Terence Gorman

and Alan Walters at Oxford in the ear-

ly 1960s, it was drummed into us that

one had to begin with a theoretical

model whose predictions depended on

statistical estimation of its parameters,

taking account of standard estimation

problems like identification, serial cor-

relation and multi-collinearity. As most

of the regressions in those days had to

be done on handheld calculators, or by

punching hundreds of cards to be used

on gigantic computers whose power

was less than any standard PC today,

one had to take immense care to en-

sure the robustness of the data one was

using and the functional form one was

estimating, in order not to waste one’s

time. The PC revolution has meant that

any researcher can now run millions

of regressions on large, readily avail-

able data sets of highly variable qual-

ity, covering countries of different sizes,

institutions and histories and obtain

some statistically significant result

or the other, which one of the myri-

ad of social science journals will be

happy to publish. Common sense, the

qualitative judgments which allow

us to recognise meaningless or un-

persuasive results, and specific knowl-

edge (including historical) of the nu-

merous countries thrown into the sta-

tistical regression sausage machine,

seem to have gone out of the win-

dow.   

The problem of course is the dif-

ficulty of assigning causality in the so-

cial sciences where J S Mill’s “method

of difference”, which underlies the con-

trolled experiments of the physical sci-

ences to determine cause and effect,

cannot be applied. It would take me

too far afield to outline the different

stances on causality in economics and

econometrics (but the article by Kevin

Hoover in the New Palgrave Dictionary

of Economics, 2nd edn, provides a suc-

cinct discussion). The two major ap-

proaches to causality in economics go

back to Hume and J S Mill. Hume be-

lieved that all ideas are based either

on logic or sense experience, and that

our inductive inferences based on con-

stant conjunction of particular tem-

poral sequences do not give us secure

grounds from observing instances to

inferring a general rule. The a prior-

ism implicit in this Humean scepticism

underlies the a priori approach in econo-

metrics best exhibited by the structural

model estimation framework pioneered

by the Cowles Commission. The al-

ternative atheoretical inferential ap-

proach to causality is the Granger

causality pioneered by Clive Granger,

which is purely data-based and does

not rely on any background econom-

ic theory. This is part of the modern

probabilistic approach to causality,

“which is a natural successor to Hume.

Where Hume required constant con-

junction of cause and effect, proba-

bilistic approaches are content to iden-

tify cause with a factor that raises

the probability of the effect” (Hoover,

op. cit).

Thus there continues to be a deep

divide among econometricians and

economists concerning causality. “There

are those who believe that economic

logic itself provides privileged in-

sight into economic behavior (a priori

approaches) and those who believe

that we must learn about economic be-

havior principally through observation

and induction (the inferential ap-

proaches)” (Hoover, op. cit). In our The

Political Economy of Poverty and

Growth, Hal Myint and I argued for

a third approach which was support-

ed by Maynard’s less well known fa-

ther J N Keynes, which combines these

two approaches in the comparative his-

torical approach which we label “an-

alytical economic history”. This ap-

proach allows the pattern predictions

which Hayek argued are alone pos-

sible in the complex orders of the so-

cial sciences and biology, as contrast-

ed with the specific predictions pos-

sible in simple orders — such as physics.

It combines the deductive analysis of

economic theory with both the quan-

titative inductive analysis of statis-

tics (to the extent that is possible) with

the qualitative inductive analysis of

comparative history. 

Thus whilst the inferences drawn

about causality from either of the

two econometric and analytical eco-

nomic history approaches can be per-

suasive,  the simple-minded and athe-

oretical correlations being peddled

in the current economic policy and de-

velopment debates should be looked

upon as statistical snake oil to be tak-

en at one’s peril.

M
ore than a decade ago, I in-

terviewed Adrian Cadbury, suc-

cessor to and chairman of the

Cadbury Schweppes confectionary

group. We were not discussing dark

chocolates, rather the subject of cor-

porate governance with which he had

become indelibly identified with, ever

since he penned the famous Cadbury

report on corporate governance in 1992.

Mr Cadbury’s visit and interactions

with Indian industry triggered the first

serious discussions on the subject of

corporate governance. All in all, it

seemed like a promising new way of

looking at the evil that was single pro-

moter-run firms in India then, who,

among other things, ran their com-

panies like fiefdoms and were loath to

give up control even if their share-

holdings were low.

Recognise that it was a not so com-

petitive environment, the grip of the li-

cense raj was still fairly firm and com-

panies and their promoter/founders

could pretty much do what they want-

ed, with public money. The real pain

of liberalisation was yet to set in and

the Infosys way of boardroom disci-

pline was some way from making its

presence felt.

Till Enron imploded in late 2001,

except for a few stray references here

and there, Cadbury’s report and all that

it contained appeared to have been ei-

ther internalised or consigned to the

archives of corporate history.

As Enron unravelled, attention

returned to the subject. The near dra-

conian Sarbanes-Oxley Act followed

and back home too, it appeared like

boards and CEOs were going to treat

their shareholders with far more re-

spect than ever before and the only risk

that a firm had to reckon with was in

the marketplace.

Until now. History it seems is re-

peating itself. Indian companies have

exposed themselves to billions of dol-

lars worth of forex derivative contracts

over the last few years. Precise num-

bers are hard to come by and will per-

haps never will. What is clear is that

companies have taken financial risks

they could or should have avoided.

What is clearer is that there was no

compelling reason to take these risks.

And to that extent, it’s a failure of cor-

porate governance and must be treat-

ed and then addressed as such. There

is of course the other issue of how

the Institute of Chartered Accountants

or the accounting regulator figuring

out how to treat derivative losses as

they stand on scores of balance sheets

today.

How did it happen? I am not sure

but a good question to ask is when. My

understanding is that companies have

been steadily stepping up their expo-

sure to currency swaps and the like for

at least four years now. Over time, as

the stockmarkets (which bolster sen-

timent) have held their own and the

prospect of any downside risk appeared

more and more distant with every pass-

ing day, chief financial officers (CFOs)

of companies have got braver.

One key driver appears to be the

desire to cut down on interest costs.

Not surprisingly, banks have played

a role here, structuring products that

got more exotic by the day. One con-

sultant I spoke to said he challenged

most CFOs to make “head or tail” of

the complex derivative contracts that

they had signed, on behalf of their com-

panies. Maybe shareholders are also

at fault for not asking but the fact is

that no one paid attention or more like-

ly didn’t care as long as the bottom line

was fine.

Ramesh Lakshman, an accounting

and derivatives expert I spoke to, start-

ed off with an example: “If a company

entered into, let’s say, a transaction

to convert a local currency borrowing

into the Japanese yen or Swiss franc

borrowing through the swap route,

then the company is inducing a risk in-

to the system where there is not.” No

two ways about that.

Lakshman goes on to say that man-

agements ought to have, in the inter-

ests of corporate governance, clearly

informed their boards of all foreign ex-

change exposures, the risks arising out

of that and the measures to mitigate

them were something to go wrong.

Moreover, he says, under the rele-

vant Securities & Exchange Board of

India regulations, in the absence of

an applicable standard in India for de-

rivatives, the companies’ Audit Com-

mittees should have examined inter-

national standards and disclosed the

losses in the Governance report and in-

dicated that these would have been pro-

vided for had the country adopted in-

ternational standards as applicable.

Or, in the absence of these stan-

dards, the company should have

stressed that the losses are not pro-

vided for in the books. The companies

should have also mentioned that they

were signing up products which were

prima facie speculative in nature to de-

rive benefits from their reading of

the market. It might also be worth wad-

ing through, he says, what companies

have said in their “Management Dis-

cussion & Analysis” reports, which

specifically call for details of such

investments.

It’s possible many companies did

keep their boards informed and made

the appropriate references in their bal-

ance sheets. Though this does seem

unlikely, even if they did, then as I men-

tioned earlier, no one was watching.

It’s also possible that some companies

are in violation of law. Either way, share-

holders must perhaps shoulder some

part of the blame.

To conclude, is this another Enron

waiting in the wings? Not quite but it

does raise some fundamental questions

on what companies do with their share-

holders’ funds. It’s also about how when

the good times roll, everyone forgets

to look at the figures closely. There

is something in the original Cadbury

committee definition of corporate gov-

ernance. If I remember correctly it said,

“Corporate governance is the system

by which companies are directed and

controlled.”
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